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NewBlue Video Essentials VI is a collection of plug-ins aimed at video editing professionals. It incorporates a set of ten
components, each featuring a list of presets the user can expand by creating new settings profiles. Simple, flexible installation
routine The collection includes modules for manipulating video in order to add improvements or to for customizing it with
various effects. Getting it on the system should not create any trouble since the procedure allows selecting the video editing
software it should integrate into and detects the suites already available on the system. Furthermore, users can opt to install only
the modules they need instead of the entire package. Functionality The full collection of plug-ins contains components that
permit adjusting the colors in order to achieve a professional look or to add various elements that can highlight particular
regions. A saturation equalizer offers the possibility to increase the saturation of a particular color based on the eight choices
already available. Alternatively, a custom color can be selected and tinker with its saturation level. A plug-in for green/blue
screen footage is Chroma Key Pro, which includes far more than just the basic options; it features knobs for adjusting the
sensitivity and range to properly keying the selected color and making sure that there any spills are reduced to minimum.
Improving certain regions of the video so that less notable imperfections are eliminated can be easily done with the Selective
Touch Up tool while highlighting an area by making it larger is achieved with Cut Away. Conclusion Video Essentials VI
includes ten highly configurable plug-ins that can help with useful video editing operations. Although it is intended to
professionals video editing aficionados should find working with it a very comfortable experience. The full package contains the
following plug-ins: Chroma Key Pro, Cut Away, Picture Grid, Saturation EQ, Color Replace, Garbage Matte, Picture-in-Shape,
Saturation Modifier, Tile and Selective Touch Up. ===== Video editing, video effects, video manipulation - these are all terms
for a great deal of software, which is installed on our PC systems in various versions, containing quite a large set of functions.
But is there anything on the market that is so incredibly user-friendly, that is so easy to use, even for newcomers, which offers
so many functions, that it quickly becomes the basis for the most modern and advanced editing tasks. Well, this is exactly what
the Digital Asset Management (DAM) software Digital Xporter offers, with a set
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The KeyMacro extension for After Effects CC adds a powerful automation tool to the creative process. You can use macros to
perform a preset task. The idea is very simple, you click and an action is performed. You can have one or more commands and
you can have each of them repeat over and over, indefinitely. You can also use this macro extension to perform steps between
video clips, apply effects to frames, apply effects to groups of frames, duplicate frames, duplicate frames with different effects,
add a mask, remove a mask, resize frames, and more. All the functions are flexible, and you can use them in many different
ways. There are many different kinds of macros you can create, for example, you can create shortcuts for the most used
functions. Features * Built-in automation tool for video editing * Advanced features that allow you to build macros in many
different ways * Built-in command palette and keyboard shortcuts * Advanced features allow you to build complex macros that
are executed with just one click * Automatically saves your macro settings and settings of the active macro * Command-line
interface for a streamlined workflow * Works with any After Effects project, with all compatible AE projects, or with After
Effects media projects, such as AEToon * All features are fully customizable * And more * Handles transitions with ease *
Works on top of any AE project * Access to advanced tools: ? Command-line interface allows for streamlined workflow and the
ability to chain sequences of actions using a simple command-line interface. ? Color Matching and Automated Color Correction
? Advanced masking techniques ? Screen Recording ? Red-eye removal ? Split Audio ? Audio Soft Focus ? Instant playback ?
Roundtrip edit * AE project file format compatibility: ? AE projects compatible with KeyMacro extension: AEToon, AETeen,
AEMediaPro, AEPrime, CC, CCEffects, CCEffects.com, CCToon, CDX, Cineform, CineformAdobe and any other after
effects projects exported by Cineform users * This extension works with any AE project. The extension will find all projects
and plug-ins installed on your system and will add the extension to your projects. It does not add any menus to your AE project.
About the Developer: Transparent Water Effects is a creative and development studio based in Jacksonville, FL, and founded in
2010. Trans 1d6a3396d6
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Video Essentials VI is a collection of plug-ins aimed at video editing professionals. It incorporates a set of ten components, each
featuring a list of presets the user can expand by creating new settings profiles. Simple, flexible installation routine The
collection includes modules for manipulating video in order to add improvements or to for customizing it with various effects.
Getting it on the system should not create any trouble since the procedure allows selecting the video editing software it should
integrate into and detects the suites already available on the system. Furthermore, users can opt to install only the modules they
need instead of the entire package. Functionality The full collection of plug-ins contains components that permit adjusting the
colors in order to achieve a professional look or to add various elements that can highlight particular regions. A saturation
equalizer offers the possibility to increase the saturation of a particular color based on the eight choices already available.
Alternatively, a custom color can be selected and tinker with its saturation level. A plug-in for green/blue screen footage is
Chroma Key Pro, which includes far more than just the basic options; it features knobs for adjusting the sensitivity and range to
properly keying the selected color and making sure that there any spills are reduced to minimum. Improving certain regions of
the video so that less notable imperfections are eliminated can be easily done with the Selective Touch Up tool while
highlighting an area by making it larger is achieved with Cut Away. Conclusion Video Essentials VI includes ten highly
configurable plug-ins that can help with useful video editing operations. Although it is intended to professionals video editing
aficionados should find working with it a very comfortable experience. Video editing is the art of putting together a sequence of
images into a movie, and is often used to create films for advertising, corporate presentations, news or other purposes. Editors
are either employed by production companies to do this work on location, in the editing suite, or the editor may work
independently in their own editing suite. Over the years, editors have developed an increasing range of editing tools to manage
the large volume of material and to create the best possible result. The type of film editing process used by the editor can vary
widely, from a simple color correction in a video editing application such as Final Cut Pro, to the removal of noises or special
effects from a raw tape-recording using a professional video editing program like Adobe Premier Pro. The tools, and the
process of using them, vary depending on the needs of

What's New In NewBlue Video Essentials VI?
Video Essentials VI is a collection of plug-ins aimed at video editing professionals. It incorporates a set of ten components, each
featuring a list of presets the user can expand by creating new settings profiles. Simple, flexible installation routine The
collection includes modules for manipulating video in order to add improvements or to for customizing it with various effects.
Getting it on the system should not create any trouble since the procedure allows selecting the video editing software it should
integrate into and detects the suites already available on the system. Furthermore, users can opt to install only the modules they
need instead of the entire package. Functionality The full collection of plug-ins contains components that permit adjusting the
colors in order to achieve a professional look or to add various elements that can highlight particular regions. A saturation
equalizer offers the possibility to increase the saturation of a particular color based on the eight choices already available.
Alternatively, a custom color can be selected and tinker with its saturation level. A plug-in for green/blue screen footage is
Chroma Key Pro, which includes far more than just the basic options; it features knobs for adjusting the sensitivity and range to
properly keying the selected color and making sure that there any spills are reduced to minimum. Improving certain regions of
the video so that less notable imperfections are eliminated can be easily done with the Selective Touch Up tool while
highlighting an area by making it larger is achieved with Cut Away. In this tutorial, I will show you how to change an image
sequence in After Effects and turn it into a time-lapse project. Make sure that you have After Effects CS5, and the program
files. 1. Click on the A. E. icon and go to Open Projects. 2. Search for the project, and select it. 3. Open your images, then cut
and paste your images into the timeline. 4. Add keyframes to your images. 5. Use the effects panel to change the images’
brightness, clarity, saturation and hue. 6. Adjust the length of your image sequence by making it longer or shorter. 7. Use the
effect to change the speed of your time-lapse. 8. Use the entire project. 9. Save and close. About the Author: More detailed
after effects tutorials are available on: In this tutorial, I will show you how to change an image sequence in After Effects and
turn it into a time-lapse project. Make sure that you have After Effects CS5, and the program files. 1. Click on the A. E. icon
and go to Open Projects. 2. Search for the project, and select it. 3. Open your images, then cut and paste your images into the
timeline. 4. Add keyframes to your images. 5. Use the effects panel to change the images’ brightness, clarity
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System Requirements For NewBlue Video Essentials VI:
Mac OS X v10.6.8 or higher Intel Core 2 Duo / Quad 2 GHz CPU 3 GB RAM 8 GB available space Screenshots: Forum
thread:-03-00003-t001_Table 1
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